
Top Global University Project （Type B） Sophia University 

【 Name of project 】 
Creating a global campus with multiple hub functions and supportive governance 
 

【 Future vision of the university planned in the TGU project】 
 The objective of Sophia University is to create a unique global campus and make full use of hub functions that connect the world.  In other 

words, under globalization, networks will be multiplied, with faculty and staff members that support the students’ learning.  We aim to provide a 

connecting hub that can serve as a base for circulating global human resources and a platform for exchange that can evolve into a node for 

global networks of higher learning and research, and to develop human resources that will support multicultural coexistence in the future. 
 

【 Summary of  the Project 】 
 The purpose of this Project is to provide－through the creation of a global campus with multiple hub functions and the establishment of 

supportive governance with an educational ideal springing from the Christian spirit passed down to Sophia University from Saint Francis Xavier－
pioneering global education transcending the framework of nationality to develop human resources that can boldly take on global issues, and to 

create an environment that can make this possible.  The pillars that support the Project clarify 3 points : 1) Creating “Sophia－Bringing the World 

Together”; 2) Building a Global Campus; and 3) Governance Reforms to Achieve a Level of World Recognition.  
 

1. Creating “Sophia － Bringing the World Together” 

  We will work toward: 1) meeting each individual student’s needs in our education and establishing networks as a Catholic university; 2) 

systematizing and implementing global liberal arts education as well as its organic fusion with specialized education; and 3) equipping graduate 

schools to attract students internationally and establishing new research bases in order to expand and enhance distinctive education and 

research activities that can contribute to both an understanding of the rapid changes in human society and the resolution of the issues arising 

therefrom.  Further, by emphasizing student-centered learning and thoroughly providing human education that is its necessary foundation, we 

will put in place global liberal arts education that fosters the capacity to respond to a global society. 
 

2. Building a Global Campus 

 While emphasizing international cooperation, contribution to society and local collaboration, we will deploy education, research, and other 

activities contributing to society, focusing on the issues of poverty, the environment, education, and ethics that are linked directly to human 

dignity.  Specifically, we will: 1) promote the mobility of students and faculty and staff members; 2) secure diversity in the members of the Sophia 

family and in the campus culture; and 3) work to strengthen collaborative frameworks with overseas universities, graduate schools, international 

organizations, and industry. Moreover, by taking advantage of the merits of a metropolitan university, we will position ourselves as an 

international academic platform and make Sophia University a “connecting hub” that serves as a base for circulating the global human resources 

active in the world today, leading to a new role for ourselves as a node for an international network of higher education and research. 
 
3. Governance Reforms to Achieve a Level of World Recognition in Education and Research 

 We will focus on: 1) establishing a system combining both originality and universality as a university achieving world recognition; 2) pursuing 

flexible system design and management as a “small comprehensive university,” 3) introducing cutting-edge initiatives in personnel performance 

assessments and in the composition of the faculty and staff members. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1. Outline  

The Purpose of the Project Implementation Structural Chart 



【Summary of the 10-year plan】 
 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
【Featured initiatives (Internationalization, University reform, Educational reform)】  

 Sophia University will implement the following distinctive initiatives to create a multi-tiered global campus as a metropolitan “small 

comprehensive university” having  the advantage that all its faculties and departments are on a single campus, and with a rich network, including 

overseas bases and overseas partner institutions, that allows us to serve as a platform for education and research. 
 

Creating “Sophia － Bringing the World Together” 

1) Individualizing and networking our education as a Catholic university 

 We will seek to deepen humanistic education based on our founding ideals and educational spirit.  In short, orient ourselves toward 

systematizing an education that can contribute to the resolution of issues such as poverty, the environment, education and ethics that threaten 

human dignity, and with the aim of supplementing the above, further seek to globalize the campus using the Catholic university network.  
 

2) Systematizing and implementing global liberal arts education and coordination with specialized education 

 We have developed a trans-disciplinary global education centering on SEMEP, Sophia English Medium Education Program, conducted in 

English.  With several Faculties and Departments mutually cooperating with one another, it will not only make trans-disciplinary global education 

courses possible in English but also help develop into a pioneering program that will foster individuals who can contribute to the creation of 

harmonious multicultural societies. Advanced general education courses for global liberal arts will be constructed in such a way as to bring about 

effective coordination with specialized education. 
 

3) Improving graduate schools and setting up research centers that can appeal to the world 

 We will initiate collaborative programs with overseas universities and graduate schools by making full use of the network of our overseas offices 

and partner institutions. The integrated study abroad system will be expanded.  We will expand the affiliated schools for double degree and joint 

degree programs and for a system of special graduate admission. 
 

Building a global campus with multiple hub functions 

1) Promoting student mobility  

 Promoting the mobility of students, faculty and staff members; and securing the diversity of the Sophia family and the campus culture.  To boost 

the mobility of students we will establish a new pre-enrollment language education program and introduce both autumn semester enrollment and 

a quarter system.  We will expand the scholarship system for students from overseas.  In order to bring in more diverse students we will work to 

create a more flexible admissions system as well as increase the number of student-exchange partner institutions and overseas affiliated 

schools. 
 

2) Guaranteeing diversity of campus culture and Sophia’s constituent members 

 With the acceleration of globalization, we will hire more foreign instructors and increase the proportion of Japanese instructors with degrees 

obtained abroad.  We will revitalize educational and research activities in order to gain global competency that can contribute to problem-solving. 
 

3) Strengthening of collaboration with international organizations, overseas universities and industry 

 Sophia University will expand its three-way program in collaboration with two foreign universities.  We will steadily expand the use of overseas 

offices. A mutual collaboration of programs set forth by 3 universities can create an academic and international educational program.  We will 

establish a “Global Competency Program” enabled by collaborative measures taken with international organizations and industry.  Through this 

program we aim to cultivate and send students into society to take leadership roles that reflect on our educational principles and values. 
 

Governance reforms to support world-ranking education and research 

 We aim to create a flexible system and operation as a metropolitan “small comprehensive university,” enhance IR promotion, and establish a 

fast and systematic decision-making process.  We will promote “global” faculty development (FD) and “global” staff development (SD) in order to 

improve the global competency of faculty and staff members.  We will establish an international advisory board, and secure international 

recognition by exchanging opinions and studying the information provided by knowledgeable people overseas. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

○ Establishing Sophia English Medium Education Program: SEMEP 

We will promote the development of trans-disciplinary global education centering on the Sophia English Medium Education Program (SEMEP) 

conducted in English and aim at solving global issues. This program will be carried out in 8 departments and 5 Faculties. 

○ Expanding the integrated study abroad system 

We will implement collaborative programs with overseas universities and institutions taking advantage of our overseas offices and the network of 

partner universities abroad.  Through the integrated study abroad system, the Department of German Studies at Sophia and its partner 

institutions, i.e. Freie Universität Berlin, will provide an environment in which the students from both universities can learn the languages and 

culture of both countries for one term in Germany and Japan. This system designed as an international education exchange on the department 

level enables students to take courses in English, Japanese, and German. We are planning to implement this system in other departments, such 

as the Departments of English Literature, German Literature, French Literature, French Studies, and Hispanic Studies.  

○ Strengthening Catholic networks 

We aim to strengthen our networks with Jesuit and other Christian institutions of higher learning by increasing the number of our foreign 

exchange partner universities (239 institutions in 49 countries as of June 2015) and overseas affiliated high schools.  In this way we will 

strengthen the network of Sophia’s education and research and aim to enhance student mobility. 

○ Implementing an admissions system that meets the needs of diverse students 

We will start admitting IB (International Baccalaureate diploma) holders in all faculties to make admission opportunities more flexible and diverse. 

A system of taking exams in student’s home countries and remote interviews will be set up to improve international student mobility. We will also 

use our networks of Christian universities to admit applicants from designated schools overseas.   

○ Introducing annual remuneration system  

We will introduce an annual remuneration system for administrators in highly specialized fields, i.e., research administrators, admissions offices, 

curriculum coordinators, IR (Institutional Research), personnel and human resources development professionals. 

○ Introducing a faculty evaluation system 

 We will set performance targets and evaluate actual performance from the perspective of “education,” “research,” “contribution to society,” and 

“university administration.” Assessment results will be used to determine promotions, compensation, allocation of research funds, burden 

reduction in the committees, and sabbatical leave; and aim to enhance the motivation of faculty members, and attempt an organizational 

restructuring. 


